an ABC of SAHAJA YOGA for NEWCOMERS 017
It's only the Sahaja Yogis who can blacken or enlighten the name of God Almighty
You are the channels… you are the ones… who are going to express me. I am just a potential
energy… as the energy is coming from somewhere which is stored… and if I asked you, you would not
even know where it is stored.
It is through your behaviour, through your pure light, through your fragrance, people are going
to know God Almighty. There are some, which can blacken the face. They are lights no doubt, but
can blacken the face if there are impurities… blacken the face of the Divine, blacken the face of
your Creator and that is what one has to be careful, that we are not blackening the name of God by
our misbehaviour.

Now listen to me very carefully - if there is no light out of the lamp… it does not
blacken nor enlighten… but if there is a light, it can blacken as well as enlightened. It's only
the Sahaja Yogis who can blacken or enlighten the name of God Almighty.
Say for example if you have a fake man… he doesn’t blacken the name of God, because he is
himself black, so nobody’s bothered about that. If there is a person who is teaching about God, or
talking about God, about religion and making money out of it… he blackens his own name. He does not
blacken the name of God Almighty. The name of God cannot be blackened. It is ever shining. But it’s
only a Sahaja Yogi, which can form that cloud to cover it.
They can only finish the hope of this world. They can only bring the real destruction of this
world. They will be held responsible, and they should be punished in time… so that the name of God
should not be ruined. For they have been given the right to enter into the Kingdom of God, others
are outside. They are the only ones who can abuse the right. Those who are outside this building
cannot spoil it. You have the special privilege to enter into this beautiful building.
You have got this right, because of the great things you have done in previous lives… and if you
now want to spoil it, you better understand that you will be very severely punished. The light, which
can enlighten can also burn. But this light will burn all those who try to burn the Kingdom of God.
So on a Diwali day let us know that we should have the lamp
burnt in such a way that it has purest of pure love in it.
(851117 Diwali: Tivoli, ROME)

Freedom
Each human being has been given freedom… for his further evolution… but with this freedom,
he can spoil the manifestation of God. So we must have wisdom about it. Now in that freedom you
must understand what is glorious for you… when you understand that, then you tell yourself that I
have to become something more… that's why God has done all this… only thing I have to do is to
completely co-ordinate, co-operate and surrender to His will… so that I become, and in that
surrendering you do the greatest thing, because by that you do not interfere with His work
(800517.1)
I think people must take it more seriously about the whole thing… and should understand it… and
learn it - we are Gurus. The main thing is that we do not take any money you see… so people think,
you see… 'that we are not bound… that we are absolutely free to come and go'… but this freedom
sometimes makes a person a little superficial… or sometimes a little frivolous… but, this is so
precious… so invaluable… that you cannot charge… any money for this knowledge (821008)
The Divine looks after you… it has all the powers. Only one power it does not have, is to control
you… if you want to ruin yourself, it gives you freedom, complete freedom… that's why you must curb
down that freedom, and respect the Divine Power (980510); Freedom is only given to human beings
(951224), and is given by God. If we choose wrongly, then we cannot blame God (790616); A humble
person is a free person, free to be humble, to be kindly, to be gentle, to be compassionate. And only
a person who is not guilty will be really humble (850901)

Freedom is different… and Abandonment is different
You see… freedom is different… and abandonment is different… these are two things one must
understand. Say there is a kite in your hand… alright… then it is in your hand… but if you allow the
kite to fly wherever it likes… it is abandonment. So the freedom is that in which you can manage to
manoeuvre it… to man it… to take it the way you like… that’s freedom… then you are free… but if
you… baselessly you are roaming about… then this is abandonment… for which there is always a
punishment (791202.3); Like you will be amazed… that in the western countries, the percentage of
impotent people is so high… unbelievably it is like that… they talk so much about sex… and do 'other'
things… it's all talking… so much of impotency is settled in these western countries… and the
diseases, the dirty diseases… which are caused by these indiscriminate sex activities are so much…
that they have to be guarded against (791202.3)
You see… if somebody says 'give me the freedom to put both my hands into the electricity
socket'… is this freedom. And I don’t understand what is the freedom they enjoy like this… because
then, there is jealousy - you cannot go about with many girls, because there is jealousy… you cannot
go about with many boys, because there can be murders. You see… why people murder… their ego is
hurt… nobody says 'alright you go ahead, have a boyfriend… I am very happy' - no-one likes it… it
hurts. They do it secretly… they cannot do it openly (791202.3)
If it is freedom, it should be open… why is there secrecy about it. They’ll hide from the man
with whom they are connected, and just do it secretly… this is not good… they are deceiving
themselves… and they are deceiving another person. Deception… this is not freedom. When you put
your eyes on somebody who belongs to someone else, then you are thieving. In the registration
office, it is said… that you are the wife of such and such… then… your husband is the owner… or you
are the owner of your husband… I mean this relationship is between the two… but if some sort of a
relationship is to be established like a thief… then you do it secretly… it is not registered
anywhere… you understand my point… otherwise, they become absolutely shameless… abandoned
(791202.3)
I have never forced you to do anything; If you want to stay in Sahaja Yoga, alright… if you don't
want to stay in Sahaja Yoga, you can go; I have told many a times that you have all freedom to
choose whichever person you like… and you can always say 'no Mother, I don't want'… you have all
freedom… if you don't want to get married… alright… if you want to get married…alright (891203)
All our ideas of freedom are to be bound by Mariadas… you have to keep your Mariadas… if the
freedom has no Mariadas, it is abandonment… it is a nonsense… it is not going to help (820402)

Arguments
Is a sign of tomfoolery, not leading to knowledge, but to ego. Western Countries are all ego oriented
(781218); Don't argue with anyone, or react, but just witness the play (951224); In the West, we
have a tendency to argue out everything - always finding arguments, reasons for not doing something,
for not accepting solutions to problems: 'yes but this may happen, or that may happen'. In Sahaja
Yoga, whatever one says, or thinks, or desires, gets connected, & acts - so be very careful (910728)
If we really want in our Hearts to achieve that which is our Heart’s Real desire, then let us be sure that we
all follow the ADVICES of our SUPREME GURU, Shri ADI SHAKTI Nirmala Shri Mataji.
Jai Shri Mataji

